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Lecture 22 
Historical linguistics: morphosyntactic change 

 
Whereas phonological and phonetic change is regular, 

morphological change isn’t: 
A morphological change affecting a given word doesn’t necessarily affect 

all words with the same morphological environment. 
 
A common cause of morphological change is analogy: 

the shape of one word is altered because of influence from a related word. 
A major force leading to analogical change is: 

it’s easier for any morpheme to be pronounced the same in different contexts; 
it’s harder for speakers to learn and remember a lot of irregular allomorphs. 

 
E.g.: the regular English past-tense allomorph is -ed: walked, changed, etc. 
In Early Modern English, climb and help were irregular verbs: 

their past-tense forms were clomb and holp. 
But since then, clomb and holp have been replaced with regular climbed, helped. 
 Why? Because of analogy with regular verbs. 
Speakers extend the pattern of walked, changed, etc., and apply it to more verbs, 

even those that it didn’t apply to originally. 
Analogy often results in replacing irregular allomorphs with regular ones. 
 
But this process isn’t regular the way sound change is: 

while climb~clomb became regular climb~climbed, 
drive~drove and ride~rode have remained irregular to the present day. 

Sometimes analogy can even replace regular patterns with irregular ones: 
dig~digged became irregular dig~dug by analogy with e.g. sing~sung; 
dive~dived became irregular dive~dove by analogy with drive~drove, etc. 

Analogy doesn’t necessarily affect all the words it could affect. 
Very common words are often least vulnerable to analogy: e.g., have, be. 

 
Analogical change can obscure the results of regular sound change. 

E.g., pre-Latin honos ‘honor’, with various case endings: honōs-em, honōs-is, etc. 
A regular sound change occurred: s > r / V__V: 

this left nominative-case honos, but other cases became honōr-em, honōr-is, etc. 
As a result of analogy, the nominative case honos was replaced with honor, 

so it would more closely resemble the allomorph found in other cases. 
This makes it look like the s > r change affected honos > honor as well, 

even though the change doesn’t apply to word-final /s/— 
i.e., it looks like honor is an exception to the regularity of the sound change. 

But in fact, honos became honor by analogy, not through sound change— 
the sound change itself is still perfectly regular, 
even though analogy obscures its regularity. 



Regular sound change can cause grammatical change 
simply by eliminating the pronunciation of certain morphemes. 

A common sound change: weakening or deletion of final unstressed syllables. 
In languages using inflectional suffixes to convey grammatical information, 

sound change can cause those suffixes to be deleted, 
so that grammatical information needs to be conveyed in some other way. 

E.g., Latin used case suffixes to indicate the role of nouns in the sentence; 
in the Romance languages, sound change eliminated those suffixes, 
and so they now use word order to indicate the role of nouns instead. 

Thus phonological change (deletion of final weak syllables) 
caused morphological change (elimination of case inflection), 
leading to syntactic change (increased strictness of word order). 

 
In other cases, phonological erosion of inflectional endings 

can cause the same functions to be taken up by separate function words. 
E.g., if tense endings erode, Auxiliaries may take up their functions; 

or if case endings erode, prepositions may be used instead: 
Latin indicated possession with the genitive case inflection; 

Romance languages do so with the preposition de instead. 
 
In the other direction, separate function words can turn into affixes. 

This process is known as grammaticalization or affix-genesis. 
Thus a cycle can emerge: 

sound change eliminates inflectional affixes; 
novel syntactic constructions employing function words are used instead; 
these function words turn into new inflectional affixes. 

E.g.: the Romance future tense: 
• Latin had an inflected future tense: am-ō ‘I love’, am-ābō ‘I will love’. 
• But sound change rendered the future suffixes insufficiently distinctive. 
• An alternative way of expressing futurity was needed;  

 habeō ‘have’ began being used as an auxiliary: amāre habeō ‘I will love’. 
• Through sound change, this becomes French aimer ai, Spanish amar hé, etc. 
• The auxiliaries start to be interpreted as affixes instead of separate words: 

 French aimerai, Spanish amaré, etc. 
Affix-genesis: the separate words ai, hé turned into affixes. 
Possible affix-genesis in progress: 

the French subject pronouns je ‘I’, tu ‘you’, etc. may be in the process of 
turning into subject-agreement affixes for verbs (specifically, prefixes). 



The opposite happens as well: affixes can detach and become separate words. 
• English ish has done this! 
• The modern Irish first-person plural pronoun muid ‘we’ 

 originated as the Middle Irish 1pl verb agreement suffix -mit. 
• The northern Saami postposition haga ‘without’ used to be a case suffix. 
• English possessive -‘s originated as a case suffix, 

 but in modern English it acts syntactically more like a clitic than a suffix. 
 
Why does this happen? 

Because children learning language have to infer the underlying structure, 
and they don’t necessarily get it right all the time. 

E.g., if a child is learning early Spanish and hears their parent say amar hé, 
they can’t necessarily tell from the sound whether it’s two words or one. 

If it’s two words (V + Aux) in the parents’ grammar, 
but the child guesses that it’s actually one word (stem + suffix), 
that can lead to language change: 

The child’s grammar ends up different from the parents’. 
 
Surface-level ambiguity is necessary for this re-analysis to take place. 
In Irish, a verb suffix was reanalyzed as a subject pronoun; 

this was only possible because Irish has VSO word order. 
In an SVO language, it wouldn’t be possible to make this mistake! 
 
This type of reanalysis can affect large-scale syntactic features as well! 
 
E.g., Modern English has a basic S-Aux-V-O word order; 

if one constituent moves via topicalization, the rest stay in the same order: 
I don’t like beans.  Beans, I don’t like. 

But Old English had a so-called V2 syntax (like modern German): 
Aux or V is always the second constituent in the sentence, 
no matter what order the other constituents are in: 

E.g.: 
thæt hus hæfdon Romane  to thæm anum tacne geworht 
that building had Romans with the  one feature built 
‘That building the Romans had built with the one feature.’ 

Note in OE, ‘had’ comes right after the topicalized constituent (the V2 pattern), 
but in modern English it comes after the subject. 

 
In the majority of OE sentences, the first constituent was the subject. 

This means the V2 word order was the same order as an S-Aux-V-O order! 
So a child growing up in an Old English–speaking community, learning OE, 

couldn’t tell whether some sentences had V2 or S-Aux-V-O grammar! 
Such a child could reach the wrong hypothesis about the grammar, 

or conclude that both V2 and S-Aux-V-O were available patterns, 
especially if S-Aux-V-O is easier to learn than V2. 

Thus a new grammatical pattern (S-Aux-V-O) enters the language, 
and competes with the V2 pattern, as speakers have both available to use. 

In English, eventually S-Aux-V-O won out, perhaps because it’s easier to learn. 


